Young Phenomenology Scholar Webinar Series

1. Speaker: Dr. Henry SZETO Man-Chun 司徒文俊
   PhD in Philosophy, University of Burgundy, France
   Topic: “Beyond Dialectic: Encountering Otherness in a Dialogue between Gadamer and Derrida”
   Date: 20 Nov 2020, 7:30pm-9:30pm (HK Time)

2. Speaker: Dr. Jacky TAI Yuen-Hung 戴遠雄
   PhD in Philosophy, KU Leuven, Belgium and University of Paris VII, France
   Topic: 「革命與背叛：鄂蘭的現象學反省」
   Date: 11 Dec 2020, 7:00pm-9:00pm (HK Time)

3. Speaker: Dr. Mentos TANG Man-To 鄧文韜
   PhD in Philosophy, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
   Topic: “Ideology and manipulated forgetting: A Ricoeurean phenomenological approach to social amnesia”
   Date: 15 Jan 2021, 7:00pm-9:00pm (HK Time)

Venue

ZOOM meeting ID: 930 2053 6640
Password: phenomcuhk

Delivered in Cantonese and English

Edwin Cheng Foundation Asian Centre for Phenomenology, RIH, The Chinese University of Hong Kong